"Pigs Only, Please"
By William Shakespig

In the hamlet of Pigsburg, there live nothing but swine, and to a few
pigs here, that suited them fine.
Some pigs were incensed, you could tell by their frown, because a ewe of
all things had moved into town.
Why, a ewe is no pig, a ewe is a sheep, like the ones that were lost by
Little Bo Peep.
Ba-Ba Blacksheep was the name on her lease (she was aptly named after
her pretty black fleece.)
"She's not one of us, she's an outsider," some pigs whispered as they
tried to deride her.
"Let one sheep move in and you'll soon have a flock. Why, this time
next year, they'll have the whole block."
So those bad-hearted pigs signed a petition, asking for Ba-Ba's
immediate eviction.
But most of the swine, who were good pigs at heart, felt the case against
Ba-Ba was wrong from the start.
Judge Judy Hamoody was the judge who'd preside at the trial to decide
where this sheep could reside.
Ba-Ba's attorney flew in from the coast, the flamboyant and famous
Johnnie Porkroast.
"I object, your honor, this case is a joke. Why, all we have here is a pig
in a poke."
Most pigs in the court room cheered their approval; Judge Judy yelled
"Order!" and threatend their removal.

"We all have a right, the pigs and the ewes, to live wherever we happen
to choose.
With gavel apounding, Judge Judy decreed, "This case is dismissed,"
and Ba-Ba was freed.
Most pigs in this burg were proud and elated. Who could blame those
pigs if they all celebrated.
They threw a pig feast that was fit for a glutton, with all kinds of food
(except pork and mutton).
They danced some pig jigs and sang some ewe songs, and vowed then
and there to all get along.
Though Ba-Ba is wooly and the pigs are all hide, they learned what
matters most comes from inside.
The End
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